
WHISTLEBLOWERS: CONTROVERSIAL STATUS, CONTRADICTORY RESPONSES

Snowden, Manning, Assange have become familiar names as their releasing sensitive information
has sparked debate. All four documents – two opinion pieces from British websites F, a web article
released on euronews.com and a drawing from the American website timeshighereducation.com F–
illustrate the international scope of this debate regarding the nature of their actions and the
responses that should be given, prompting the following question: how do the contrasting
responses regarding whistleblowers reveal their controversial relations to both power and
public interests? While 1)some countries have been considering toughening measures against
whistleblowing, 2)these stances are denounced as a way to keep people in the dark 3)when
whistleblowers should conversely be protected in the name of public interest. A (118 w)

1)While whistleblowers have faced legal charges, some countries are considering strengthening
their responses. Hackwill quotes the case of Manning who went to prison or that of Snowden who fled
to Russia. These examples are in keeping with Fuentes’s drawing as the bundle on the man’s
shoulder may imply that he will live in exile dragging, along the criminal charges laid against him,
metaphorically represented as a whistle chained to his foot. As Hackwill underlines that the US
administration considers these actions as treacherous, Morwood explains that the UK plans on
toughening legal measures against such actions to include a broader definition of espionage and a
statutory commissioner charged with examining possible wrongdoings and inform the PM thus
possibly preventing information from being released.

Such measures can be seen as a way to prevent people from hearing about governments and
companies’ wrongdoings as Morwood highlights: it not only adds more red tapeT to facilitate
government cover-upsT and prevent the public from holding them accountableT, but it also allows
them to deterT people from blowing the whistle as charges will be raining down on them, as suggests
Fuente’s drawing. Likewise, Lambert urges that further encroachments on freedom of information and
expression, allowing governments and companies to silence oppositionT, should be stopped.

Whistleblowers should conversely be protected as they defend public interest. As Lambert relates,
the EU Parliament plans on creating a unified legal framework to protect whistleblowers. He deems it
necessary to offer safe ways for people to uncover illegal actions while also preventing further
unlawful practices as they would likely be revealed through the journalistic investigations triggered by
leaks. These revelations have already led to agencies and companies changing their practicesS and
for whistleblowers to be considered as heroes protecting public interest as Hackwill mentions.

Whether they are considered as traitors leaking data or heroes defending the people, the diverging
political responses to their actions highlight an unresolved debate regarding their ambiguous status.
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